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and R.P. attacks against a convoy in the Mandal wet hits were probably scored. A toipedo was
area off southern Norway. The convoy consisted launched at 1b.e merchant ship and a 1 arge
of a 4,000 ton merchant ship, a tanker of 1,500 explosion followed. The torpedo bit was seen by
tons and three escort vessels. The aircraft sighted
the ships visually in bright moonlight, and made
independent attacks up the moon path. Two of
the escorts were attacked with R.P., and several

one of the R.P. pilots, who also attacked the
merchantman and obtained hits. Subsequently
the sea all aroimd the target was a mass of flames.
All the Beaufighters returned safely to base.

III.-OTHER OPERATIONAL FLYING

Combats with Enemy Aircraft

On the morning of February 11, Mosquito 0/235, cloud, started to climb, and then pulled up
while on the way to carry out an anti-shipping violently. “O" saw an orange coloured explosion
patrol off the Norwegian coast, sighted a Ju.ISS and caught glimpses of the enemy aircraft diving

fii^d the North Sea. " O vertically through the cloud. Although the Ju.ISS
turned towards the enemy aircraft which took j. ^  n nr ●*.
evasive action and opened fire from 1.200 yards. Mosqmto, on
The Mosquito continued to close the range and searching the area, found only a large discoloured
replied with a 2-second burst of cannon.^ Hits the sea and drifting smoke in the area,

on the enemy aircraft and its phrt engine It is considered that the Ju.l88 was most
began to smoke. Shortly afterwards it entered probably destroyed.

were seen

Air/Sea Rescue

During the month of February, 62 members of aircrew were rescued, by the AirjSea Rescue Service.
Outstanding incidents were :—

(1) An Anson, flying a navigation exercise from
’latched a mile south of Derbyhaven

at 23TO ho|^s on February 3. The accident was
seen by the local coastguard, who reported it,
and an Anson was scrambled from Jurby. In the
meantime an H.S.L., which was despatched from
Douglas, picked up the crew of five in quick time,

vi? the same day, ISsurvivorsof three
Jtched toencan bombers were rescued,
first at 1417 hours when Z/280 dropped
airborne hfeboat to two survivors in a dinghy in
position 53^ or N., 03° 22' E. Owing to ^or
visibility an H.S.L.. which was in the area and
approaching the dinghy, was not noticed by
the aiTCTaft, and the survivors were picked up
by the H.S.L. before they had time to paddle to
the lifeboat.

The
an

(3) On February 23, Warwick M/280 was oh a
standing patrol in support of Bomber operations
when it was diverted to a position 10 miles
north of Cromer, where a dinghy had been
reported by a returning aircraft of the second
Bomber Division. A Catalina, Thxmderbolts and
an H.S.L. were also searching and at 1820 hotirs
M/280 reported that it was over the dinghy,
which had been sighted a few minutes before by
one of the Thunderbolts. The Catalina picked
up the three survivors.

(4) Welliagton B/524 received a direct hit by
a 40-mm. cannon shell while attacking E-Boats
shortly after midnight on February 25, and was
compelled to ditch at once owing to the failure
of the port engine and fire in the port wing and
fuselage. Warwicks L and A/280 were scrambled.
They were informed by control that a Mosquito
was orbitting a dinghy in position 52° 05' N.,
03° 12' E. and that a Swordfish from the Continent
was to co-operate by dropping flares. At 0313
hours, A/280 saw two star red distress cartridges
being fired from the sea. The aircraft circled,
marking the position, and turned its I.F.F. to
distress. At the same time control sent a message
to the effect that two H.S.L.s had been despatched
and were due to arrive between 0500 and 0530
hours. F/280 picked up the distress blip at 0330
hours, homed on it and at 0342 hours was also
orbitting the pyrotechnics. An hour and a half
later one of the H.S.L.s was contacted by V.H.F.
and the Warwicks began leading her to the area
by flares and p3Trotechmcs. The survivors con
tinued to fire their cartridges and at 0623 hours a
definite silhouette of a dinghy was seen by the

Warwick T/280 received a diversion from patrol
to position 53° 20' N., 04° 12' E., where the
second bomber had ditched. The aircraft sighted
near this position two dinghies containing eight
survivors. A Lindholme dinghy was dropped
close to them, to which the other dinghies
tied. The aircraft made efforts to home
H.S.L., but before this could be accomplished
American Catalina from Halesworth landed

were
an
an I

,  , , , .  . em¬
barked the survivors, successfully took off, and
flew back to base.

While this re.scue was in progress a Thunderbolt
sighted a dinghy, also with eight survivors from
the third American bomber, in position 52° 50' N..
02° 22' E. An R.M.L. was informed by V.H.F.,
given the position, to which it quickly sailed,
and took the survivors aboard.
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light of one of the cartridges. A few minutes later crashed aircraft, and as they approached, six
two Wellingtons of 524 Squadron arrived and parachutes were seen descending. H.S.L. 189
helped to guide the H.S.L. to the dinghy, and R.M.L. 596 raced to the spot and rescued the

The other three members of theThe two soirvivors were taken aboard at 0805 SIX survivors,

crew of nine were missing, and although aircraft
and H.S.L. 2613 searched for 5 hours, no sign was
seen of them, and it is considered that they crashed

hours.

(5) Warwicks A and T/280, while patrolling on
February 28, saw a large column of smoke 10 miles
away, which they thought was coming from a with the aircraft.

Photographic Reconnaissance

Febriiary's p■ hotography has revealed the withdrawal of many German main naval and
auxiliary units from the eastern Baltic, but weather has prevented a complete determin
ation of their present whereabouts. The cruisers  “ Hipper " and “ Emden,” an incom
plete “ Elbing” class destroyer, and several liners and large merchant vessels have arrived at
Kiel, an incom-plete destroyer at Hamburg, a liner and several merchant vessels at Bremer-
haven, the cruiser “ Koln ” and a U-Boat depot ship at Wilhehnshaven, and the light
cruiser “ Nurnberg" at Copenhagen. U-Boat training, flotillas and incomplete U-Boats
on trials are now located at Bremerhaven and Wilhelmshaven.

Reconnaissance of Dutch ports has shown the presence of oper'ational midget U-Boats
at Ijmuiden and Rotterdam.

Oil targets retained high priority for photography. In addition to the synthetic oil
plants and oil refineries, coking plants producing benzol as a by-product have been photo
graphed after attacks and subsequently at intervals for indication-of repair and resumed
production.

Damage assessment sorties have also covered Berlin, Dresden, Munich, Duisburg
and many other German cities, in addition to such pinpoint targets as the Dortmund Ems
Canal at Ladbergen, the Mitteland Canal at Gravenhorst, various railway fnarshalling
yards, viaducts and bridges.

We made landfall at Ijmuiden, crossing at
28,500 feet and making slight non-persistent trai s.
I made one run over the port before continuing
to Zwolle and thence to Osnabruck. At Osnabmek

we set course along the railway lines to Master,
photographing as we went. As we crossed over
Munster I checked my height as 28,500
course as 230° T. A few minutes later, at 11<W
hours, I made a routine “ sweep'' of the sky
for any hostile aircraft and observed two aircrait
3,000 feet below me at 2 miles range on my star
board quarter. I was unable immediately to
identify them, but to make certain I recalled my
navigator from the nose-of the aircraft and by
the time he had joined me I was able to identify
the aircraft as Me. 262’s. I increased re-^.
and boost to 3,000 and plus 16 meanwhile watch
ing the enemy aircraft climbing very rapimy
towards me emitting short but very black trails.
When 300 feet below, one Me. broke off his climb,
disappearing beneath my aircraft, and the
continued to my height and 100 yards behind
before breaking off and turning in. I immediate^
adopted offensive tactics, turning as if to ^-ttack,
but at that moment large black puffs of liak
appeared just astern causing the Me. s to tuni
away and make off to about 5 miles range where ,
they continued to circle as if awaiting any results

aircraft.the flak might have made upon my

542 Squadron, Spitfire

On February 21, I was briefed to photograph
targets in the Hamburg area. I was airborne at
1000 hours and climbed on course to 25,000 feet,
just below trail height.

There was very little cloud over northern
Germany and I arrived over Hamburg to find it
practically free from cloud. After doing six runs

the docks and U-Boat pens i photographedover
three airfields and an oil refinery in this area and
then went up the estuary to Brunsbuttel. After
doing runs over the target there I was about
to set course for base when I saw an Me.262
about a mile to starboard at the same height.
I  immediately opened up to 3,000 r.p.m. and
whipped round into a steep diving turn to port
heading for some cloud to the south, at the same
time looking behind me to see another twin jet
aircraft chasing me.

I kept the turn and dive as steep as possible
and partially blacked myself out,' not being able
to see but not losing consciousness. I then
eased a little out of the turn so that I could see
ajid had a quick Iqok round, but there was no

. sign of them. I was then at 18,000 feet.
I headed south towards the cloud cover for some
minutes, keeping a sharp look out for them, then
set course for base and landed at 1400 hours.

I successfully evaded the flak and made off very
rapidly in the direction of my next targets, which

luckily, away from the Me. 262’s and
I did not see them again.

I obtained photographs of Krefeld marshaling
yards and the area arcjund Krefeld, but further
photography was rendered impossible owing to
layers of strato-cu. so I set course for base,
photographing Dunkirk as I cro.ssed the coast.
I landed at base at 1335 hours.

were,
540 Squadi’on, Mosquito

I was airborne at 1010 hours on Febniary 3,
and set course climbing steadily. My targets
consisted of the railway lines running from
Osnabruck to Wesel, and the marshalling yards
at Munchen/Gladbach, Krefeld and Graven-
broich.




































